Welco
elcome ...
... and thank you for having come to this side !!
Yes, the shop is a real joy, more than 100 visitors ( each
one stays 20 to 40 min) already came. They came from all
the continents and all big religions. Even from the square
next to here, which is the place of religious jews, some ultra orthodox jews came with wide open hearts and we
had warm discussions about the heart and love (as they
said: „ our scriptures describe the heart very often, but to
work with the heart in concrete is not known to us…“)
Phew ... quite a lot of religions don’t seem to have it so
easy to simply surrender to the heart. Yet
the work from this locations brings to experience an interesting line around the
earth in which the old structures are getting dissolved and the new is created. Take
a look at the globe and observe an exact
line: New York- London - Zurich- VeniceDelfi- Heraklion- Pyramids of Gizeh and
Mecca. Gigantic streams of transformation
are running through here. And each heart
of the visitors of the shop, that opens, contributes to the movement in the line. Almost all the visitors that enter here, receive information about their base heart quality, a mini transformation of blockages. That is
the free offer on my sign. I keep the sign that simple, so that each one can open to
that. Free from Dogma and religion. Who expects a crowdfunding page here, should
know, that I had to cancel it. The shop doesn’t pay for itself for now out of its own resources. Who still wants to support this project as a private mini crowdfunding, so that
I can keep it open as longs as possible, is really welcome. Thank you so much! Simply
put: „ Donation without consideration“
as the title in your paypal transfer. This safes me a lot of tax. My paypal is:
AndreasLohmann@web.de or ask for my IBAN number. Thank you so much.
I hope that this shop can stay open as long as possible.
Om namah Shivay !!!
Life is an adventure!
Lots of love and
heartfelt greetings
to all of you,
Venice, 15.8.2018
Andreas

